The quench and field properties of Energy Saver dipole and quadrupole magnets are measured at the Fermilab Magnet Test Facility shortly after the magnets have been produced. It is important that magnet properties remain unchanged with time. This question has been investigated by remeasuring magnets at a later time and comparing the two sets of measurements.
The quench and field properties of Energy Saver dipole and quadrupole magnets are measured at the Fermilab Magnet Test Facility shortly after the magnets have been produced. It is important that magnet properties remain unchanged with time. This question has been investigated by remeasuring magnets at a later time and comparing the two sets of measurements.
Three sets of unbiased data are available:
1) Fifteen dipole magnets were remeasured after they were removed from the "B12" cryoloop test location.'
At B12, they were subjected to repeated thermal cycles, quenches at high current, steady state operation at high current, and ramping to high current with an accelerator type ramp cycle. The average time between the original measurement and the remeasurement was 22 months.
2) 
Harmonics
The harmonic content of the f ield is described using a standard multipole expansion about the center:
x o n=o n n where a right handed coordinate system is used, the proton beam is in the +z direction, the dipole field is in the +y direction, and j is measured from the +x axis with a sense such that the +y axis is at 4 = +17/2.
The a and b are skew and normal multipole coeffin n cients, respectively, where the pole number is 2(n+1).
We have adopted the convention that 1 "standard unit" of a or b is 10 4 (inch) which gives a convenient n n scale for presentatiorl of the data. Figures 2a -2h show the remeasurements versus the original measurements for the lowest eight harmonic coefficients. Figure 3 shows the normal 18 pole for the two sets of measurements. The normal 18 pole is relatively insensitive to magnet construction and coil motion so its stability provides a check that the measurements are correct. The average and spread in the change of coefficients are given in Table 2 . One magnet for which the original harmonic measurements were not available has been omitted from the sample. A single turn "Kaiser coil" embedded in the magnet yoke laminations provides an independent monitor of field angle changes with respect to the outer magnet iron. Figure 5 Figure 5 ) is known to have had a defective anchor support and is not included in the average or sigma. This defect was the result of an early procedure which affected five magnets, all of which are well identified.
The field angle stability is significantly better than the 1.0 milliradian stability sought.
Harmonics are expressed using the same conventions as for dipoles except that for quadrupole magnets b1 is defined to be 1.0 and B is adjusted to give the cor-0 rect quadrupole field. Remeasured harmonics are available on eight of the magnets. Table 3 
Integral Field
The integrated field gradient is measured using four wire stretched wire techniques. At 2000 amperes, the average integrated field decreased by 0.036% with a sigma for the change of 0.101%. The change and sigma are consistent with the 0.1% measurement accuracy.
Field Angle
The field angle is expected to be zero upon remeasurement for magnets levelled from lugs set after a previous measurement. The only unbiased sample available consists of the five standard length quadrupoles. At 4000 amperes, these had a mean field angle of +0.10 milliradians and a sigma of the distribution of 0.57 milliradians upon remeasurement.
